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Activities from the first year of the programme         
We got to know  

 

what this 

programme is  

all about and we 

gathered  

our project 

team. 

Our team set up a   

 

„Comenius  

and we have 

continously 

updated it 

during the 

project. 

corner” 

 

 

We wrote mini-essays  

about salt. 
 

We completed the 

preliminary survey and we 

analysed the results. 
  

We made postcards  

and we sent them to the 

partnerschools.  
 

We organized an exhibition 

from the postcards that we 

received. 

 

 

We studied the history of salt. 

We prepared a presentation 

with the title  

„Salt in the past and today” 

and we watched it than 

together.   

 

We investigated why our 

body needs salt. 

We watched a presentation 

about the 

 physiological effects of 

the salt. 
 

 

 

Using the material from 

our austrian partners we 

made experiments. 
A few of us wrote essays 

abouth the other 

participant countries. 

We presented these essays 

to the whole group.  

 

The team researched about the salt mines of our country and the partner countrys on the internet and in the library 

as well as live - for a better understanding of the topic - participating on study visits. 
 

 

 

During 

 these 

trips  

we 

visited:                  

    
the salt mines  in Izmir Halle   and the salt mines located in Turda and Praid, Romania. 

We also visited the so called „Salt District” of Transylvania. 

 



We've created a lot of interesting things:  
 

     
 

- using the material from our partner school from Greece we made flyers about the relation of salt and health, 

- using the material from our partner school from Austria we prepared „What happens if…?” cards,  

- using the material from our Spanish partner school we learned a lot about the role of salt in economy and  

  we prepared „What happens in the wonderful world of salt? ” cards, 

- we drew a map in A4 format about the places that are related to salt production in Romania, we composed  

  a Link collection about the topic, 
- we prepared key-holders with „SALT” inscription using pearls; we also prepared different things of salt dough, 

- we designed games using the material gathered during the first project year.  

 

We organized a „SALT CELEBRATION” 
with funny games and competitions based on what we learned in the first year. 

 

        

    
 

We also collected tales and legends related to salt  and  the Salt District from Romania. 

We presented theater plays on this topic and finally the winners and all participants received various prizes. 

     

         

 



 
 

 

 
We  

learned  

a lot  

 
 

 
and we also had a lot of joy in  

 

this 

first 

year 
 

and we are looking forward  

 

to the 

sequel.   
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